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Conclusions:
This study highlights the significant occurrence of PMMoV in
aquatic environment in Italy, and a clear gradient of viral
prevalence and concentrations from polluted to clean waters
(wastewaters to drinking waters).
Key messages:
 PMMoV is ubiquitous throughout the water cycle in Italy
with different concentrations.
 Studies are needed to evaluate the suitability of PMMoV as a
viral indicator for human fecal pollution in waters.
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Contaminated areas are a challenge for public health, since the
most diverse chemicals can interfere with human health,
making it necessary to adopt health promotion measures,
prevention and control of diseases and diseases. That way this
work aims to disseminate the actions carried out by the
Environmental Health Surveillance of the city of Diadema to
monitor the contaminated areas, aiming at reducing the risk to
the population’s health.
For this purpose, it was carried out the characterization of the
environment of the contaminated areas using Mapinfo software and tools free of georeferencing, recording of information
from research in information and dissemination systems for
institutions, services and municipal authorities. As a result, it
can be highlighted that 100% of the areas were characterized
with definitive radius of surroundings based on the affected
environmental compartment; 88,63% were registered in the
Health Surveillance Information System for Populations
exposed to contaminated soil (SISSOLO). In 27.3% of the
areas deep wells were found and out of these, 83.30% they
made the buffering/deactivation and 16.7% use the water for
industrial purposes. Of the identified wells around 54,5% were
buffered/deactivated and 18,2% are under monitoring.
It is concluded that it is essential to continuously monitor the
territory through different strategies, seeking technical support, invest in intra- and intersectoral articulation and define
work processes in order to detect changes in the determinants
and constraints of the environment that interfere with human
health and thus be able to act in the best possible way.
Additionally, it was found that mapping prior to field work is
essential to qualify the information and that including the
investigation of the water compartment is important to
identify and interrupt exposure routes so present in daily life.
Key messages:
 It is concluded that it is essential to continuously monitor
the territory through different strategies, seeking technical
support, invest in intra- and intersectoral articulation.
 It was found that mapping prior to field work is essential to
qualify the information and that including the investigation
of the water compartment is important to interrupt
exposure routes.
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Background:
Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region (BTHR) is a world-class city
group in China. However, haze severity of BTHR ranked in the
top in China, 2014. As haze has certain impact on people’s
physical and psychological health, government has taken
various measures to actively manage it in recent years. We
try to answer the question: From public perception, whether
haze control in BTHR has achieved a little success?
Methods:
According to region and gender, we select four groups as
respondents: BTHR and non-BTHR men, BTHR and nonBTHR women. We investigate their perception towards haze
related issues. After collecting 400 anonymous questionnaires,
we use clustering by fast search and find of density peaks
(CFSFDP) algorithm to divide the investigated population into
different clusters that represent different perception situations.
Then, we test whether the frequency of each group divided into
four clusters was consistent with the overall distribution
frequency by fitting test.
Results:
Questionnaires are automatically divided into four clusters by
CFSFDP. The results of test (p > 0.1) show that the four groups
are consistent (no significant difference) with overall clustering. Overall average score for ‘‘public perception to haze
control’’ is 2.974 (full-score is 5.000), belonging to middle and
upper level.
Conclusions:
The cluster results show that there is no significant difference
in the perception of haze control effect among four groups.
Therefore, for the public in BTHR, there is no significant
difference in their recognition of haze control compared with
that in other regions, and the overall scores are all at the
middle and upper levels. From public perception, effect of haze
control in BTHR is in line with that in other regions.
Key messages:
 Using clustering algorithm and statistical test to identify the
difference of public perception of haze control.
 From the perspective of public perception, haze control in
BTHR has achieved initial results.
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Biomass combustions generated by both forest fires and home
heating in urban centers produce a huge amount of pollutants
which can be adsorbed on the particulate matter (PM) and
subsequently carried within the human respiratory system.
Moreover the occurrence of forest fires is growing due to
climate change and it poses a great risk both to environment
and to human health.
The aim of this study was to investigate different biological
effects of PM collected during a big forest fires phenomenon
that occurred in Piedmont (Northern Italy) in autumn 2017.
PM2.5 and PM10 were collected near the forest fires and in
three other areas of Piedmont (two urban and one rural areas).
Mutagenicity of organic extracts was assessed on different
strains of Salmonella typhimurium using Ames assay while
cytotoxicity (WST-1 and LDH assays) and genotoxicity
(Comet assay) were evaluated on human bronchial epithelial
cells (BEAS-2B). The estrogenic activity of organic extracts was
estimated through a gene reporter assay on MELN cells, in
order to analyse the presence of endocrine disruptors adsorbed
on PM.
The contribution of fires to urban mutagenicity was low
moreover samples did not induce any significant cytotoxic or
genotoxic effect. A slight increase in estrogenic activity was
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Issue:
By 2025, half of the world’s population will be living in waterstressed areas. Managing water quality and quantity is a
worldwide concern that will require investing in WATER
Centers and monitoring systems to improve the safety of
drinking water and contribute to water conservation worldwide. Without reliable water policy climate change will
threaten human survival.
Problem:
There is no single measure that can describe overall water
quality for any one body of water, let alone at a global level.
Seven assessment methods used to measure water quality
either on a national or global level, were reviewed and indexed.
This index was examined and compared by objective, use,
distribution and global location. Water centers need to review
community water process, outcomes and outputs and also
provide user populations with a Water Quality and Water
Quantity Index (WQQI).
Results:
United Nations Environment Programme UNEP research has
revealed that ‘‘although there is no globally accepted
composite index of water quality, some countries and regions
have used, or are using, aggregated water quality data in the
development of water quality indices.’’ ’Most water quality
indices rely on normalizing, or standardizing data by
parameter according to expected concentrations and some
interpretation of ’good’ versus ’bad’ concentrations’’.
Lessons:
The survival of the human population requires policy changes
regarding water management. The feedback humans need to
survive can best be described as a Water Quality and Quantity
Index (WQQI). With the growing scarcity of drinking water
worldwide, proactive strategic thinking and planning is
necessary. Message: Investing in WATER Centers ensures
that the public health and economic benefits for all things
related to water is optimized. The WQQI could also be useful
in longitudinal and cross-sectional epidemiological studies.
Key messages:
 The survival of the human population requires policy
changes regarding water management.
 Mankind needs real-time feedback about water quality to
respond to threats to the water supply.
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Background:
Heat waves are associated with increased mortality. In the last
years the decreasing trend has been observed.
Methods:
We estimated relative risks for number of deaths, for the
observed diagnoses, sex and age, as well as 95% confidence
intervals and excess deaths associated with heat waves
occurring in the years from 2014 to 2018.
Results:
Statistically significant were: in 2014, all, all causes (RR 1.26
(95% CI, 1.14-1.40); male, all causes (1.26 (1.09-1.45)); female,
all causes (1.27 (1.11-1.44)); 5-74 years, all causes (1.26 (1.071.49)): 75+ years, all causes (1.27 (1.12-1.43)); all, circulatory
system (1.24 (1.06-1.45)): female, circulatory system (1.27
(1.04-1.55)); 75+ years, circulatory system (1.3 (1.1-1.55));
female, 75+ years, circulatory system (1.33 (1.08-1.64)) and all,
neoplasms (1.33 (1.11-1.59)), in 2015, 75+ years, all causes
(1.11 (1.00-1.22)); all, circulatory system (1.14 (1.01-1.3)) and
75+ years, circulatory system (1.17 (1.01-1.34)), in 2016, 5-74
years, circulatory system (1.17 (1.01-1.34)) and male, 5-74
years, circulatory system (1.41 (1.01-1.99)), in 2017 and 2018
no statistically significance appeared.
Conclusions:
Despite increasing heat load in observed years, we did not
notice a statistically significant association between heat waves
and the number of deaths in the last observed years 2017 and
2018. The results indirectly indicate that we are on the right
track with public health efforts to raise awareness among
Slovenes about the danger of heatwaves and appropriate
measures.
Key messages:
 Heat waves will become more frequent, more intense and
will last longer in the future, Due to these facts public health
efforts are continously needed.
 The population is growing old and chronical noncommunicating diseases increases, so the burden of heatwaves will
continue for voulnerable groups.
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Although family life stress adversely impacts child health, few
tools measure its relationship to child outcomes in the setting
of maternal variables. This study validates the Italian version of
Crisis in Family Systems-Revised (CRISYS-R) and characterizes relationships between family life stress, maternal
depression and child behavior in two Italian cities.
This cross-sectional study was nested in current research on
health impacts of neurotoxic environmental exposures in
children. 101 mother-child pairs (child age=9.912.17yrs; 53%
female) and children’s teachers were enrolled in Taranto
(south Italy) and Brescia (north Italy). Mothers performed the
Italian CRISYS-R and PHQ9; teachers completed Child
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detected in samples from urban and rural areas, while an antiestrogenic effect was induced by forest fires samples. The
biological effects induced by extracts were low respect to what
is normally observed in urban sites but are probably due to the
tested concentrations, which are closer to realistic human
exposure but are insufficient to show differences among areas.
These findings may be helpful for public health policies,
suggesting to include in the monitoring of traditional
parameters the contribution of biomass combustion to the
air quality. Finally the PM biomonitoring could improve the
air quality assessment, which is essential to plan strategies
focused on environment and health protection.
Key messages:
 The PM biomonitoring could improve the air quality
assessment, which is essential to plan strategies focused on
environment and health protection.
 Public health policies should consider the contribution of
biomass combustion to the air quality in monitoring plans.

